Is it Finger or Wrist Dexterity That is Missing in Current Hand Prostheses?
Building prostheses with dexterous motor function equivalent to that of the human hand is one of the ambitious goals of bioengineers. State of art prostheses lack several degrees of freedom (DoF) and force the individuals to compensate for them by changing the motions of their arms and body. However, such compensatory movements often result in residual limb pain and overuse syndromes. Significant efforts were spent in designing artificial hands with multiple allowed grasps but little work has been done with regards to wrist design, regardless the fact that the wrist contributes significantly to the execution of upper limb motor tasks. We hypothesized that a single DoF hand with wrist flexion/extension allowed function comparable to a highly performant multi DoF hand without wrist flexion/extension. To assess this we compared four emulated architectures of hand-wrist prostheses using the Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure and evaluating the extent of compensatory movements with unimpaired subjects wearing ortheses. Our findings show indeed that shifting the dexterity from the hand to the wrist could preserve the ability of transradial amputees in performing common tasks with limited effect on the compensatory movements. Hence, this study invites rehabilitation engineers to focus on novel artificial wrist architectures.